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NPS Responds to Strategic Guidance with
Critical and Strategic Thinking Course
MC2 Taylor Vencill  |  October 14, 2020
NPS launches the new summer course “Critical Thinking for Strategic Thinking” responding to DoD
education guidance to focus on critical thinking and using interdisciplinary and integrative approaches to
solve warfighting problems.
 
National defense and military strategies alike are increasingly emphasizing the link between higher
education and warfighting advantage, keying on advancements in critical thinking as a vital enabler. 
The National Defense Strategy, the Commandant’s Planning Guidance, the Department of the Navy’s
Education for Seapower Strategy, and even a recent Chief of Naval Operations fragmentary order all call
for the intellectual development of warfighters so they can think both strategically and critically as the
nature of conflict changes in this cognitive and technological age. 
Responsive to this strategic guidance, Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) Associate Professor Mie Augier in
the Graduate School of Defense Management developed a new course entitled “Critical Thinking for
Strategic Thinking,” focused on how to think critically about some of the major problems facing
warfighters today. 
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“The course examines key warfighting leaders and thinkers to understand and link their decision making
to the underlying concepts and practices in critical and strategic thinking,” said Augier. “Moreover, we
learn and discuss perspectives and ideas for how to be better strategic and critical thinkers, including
being able to reframe problems to make sure we have better insight and understanding of them from
different points of view.”
According to the Education for Seapower Strategy, “The challenges of the 21st century require holistic
approaches to the changing character of conflict. There is much greater emphasis on strategic education
and critical thinking for greater lethality. Partnership and reform is required for the future.”
Additionally, the National Defense Strategy directed military institutions to focus on critical thinking to
encourage innovation.
“The course examines how to use thinking to lead and change warfighting organizations,” stated Augier.
“The class is very interdisciplinary and integrative. It uses many different lenses and perspectives to
inform our discussions to examine cases of thinkers and leaders, as well as conceptual material. We look
at a problem and try to examine different approaches that may be useful to solving it. 
“It is a problem-driven course and aims to use interdisciplinary and integrative frameworks, instead of
being theory driven,” she continued.
Instead of just Augier lecturing, she has designed the course to allow special guest lecturers to help
facilitate the intellectual growth of warfighter students. One such guest, U.S. Marine Corps Maj. Gen.
William F. Mullen, Commanding General of Marine Corps Training and Education Command, spoke on
the topics of interdisciplinary thinking, learning and leadership for warfighting professionals.
Mullen emphasized themes such as the importance of dedicating oneself to learning as an essential
element of professionalism, and of viewing the brain as a muscle that, like other muscles, needs exercise
to avoid atrophy. 
“He noted the importance of deliberately reading broadly to cultivate intellectual range, insight and the
ability to think critically,” said Augier.
Mullen’s lecture to the class gave a lasting impressing on the students and altered the way some thought
about education, and how they should continue to strengthen their minds.
“Mullen’s discussion has forever changed and influenced my prior thinking regarding reading,” said NPS
student U.S. Navy Lt. Elena Williams. “One thing he said that stuck out was, ‘We view reading as work
and not a leisure activity.’ Prior to his discussion, I thought of reading as work so I need to alter my
perception and predetermined feelings towards reading to consider it an opportunity rather than a
chore.”
NPS continues to push the boundaries on education and innovation, and the “Critical Thinking for
Strategic Thinking Course” is another example of how NPS is responsive to Navy and Marine Corps needs
in a rapidly-changing world environment.
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